
PROGRAMS in our neighborhood

SÁ-RA THERMAL BATH - in Hegykő (100 meters from Hotel Tornácos)

The Sá-Ra Thermal Bath in Hegykő 
is an ideal choice for those who 
want to relax, unwind or even heal. 
In a beautiful, green environment, 
o u t d o o r a n d i n d o o r p o o l s , 
restaurants, an ice-cream shop,  
volley-ball court, as well as medical 
and relaxing treatments and 
services await visitors. 
For further information, please, visit 
the following website: 
www.saratermal.hu

 

1CSEPP PÁLINKA HOUSE  - in Hegykő (950 meters from Hotel Tornácos)

One of the specialties of Hegykő is the 1CSEPP Pálinkaház = 1DROP 
Pálinka House, awarded with numerous prizes. The distillery is housed in the 
108-year-old ‘Machine house’ building in the area of the Fertő-Hanság 
National Park, which was titled in 2014 as ‘the most beautiful house in the 
Fertő region’.
During the ‘pálinka’ tasting programs, 
visi tors are introduced to the 
mysteries of brandy production. While 
the visit, you may have an insight to 
the processing of the fruit up to the 
point where the final result is not 
simply an alcoholic drink but a 
pleasant beverage reproducing the 
aromas and flavors of the fruit. During 
the tasting sessions, exclusively 
certified and medal-winning ‘pálinka’ 
sorts are poured into the glasses.
For further information, please, visit the following website:
www.1csepppalinka.hu

 



LACE HOUSE - in Hegykő (800 meters from Hotel Tornácos)

The museum presents more than a hundred pieces of ‘höveji’ lace for the 
visitors.  The building itself, being more than one hundred years old is a 
specialty as well: with its rarely-to-be-found stoves and originally furnished 
rooms visitors may have the chance to travel back in time.
For further information, please, visit the following website:
www.csipkehaz-hegyko.hu

FISHING LAKE OF HEGYKŐ (1 kilometer from Hotel Tornácos)

Fishing enthusiasts can enjoy a 4.9-hectare-fishing lake in a 
calm environment on the east side of Hegykő.
The Fertőmenti Fishing Association was founded in 1980, 
and has been managing the Hegykő mine lake ever since. 
The area of the lake is 4.9 ha, its depth is 0.5-3.0 m. Typical 
fish species are: carp, grass carp, catfish, perch, pike, 
bream, crucian carp. In possession of a valid regional ticket, 
you can fish from the built-up fishing spots, agreeing with 
the local fishing regulations.

For further information, please, visit the following website: 

www.hegyko.hu 

THE IRON CURTAIN MEMORIAL SITE - in Hegykő (2 kilometers from Hotel 
Tornácos)

Fortunately, the Iron Curtain is now history. Its existence 
is also a reminder that the separation of countries and 
people with minefields and barbed wire should never 
happen again. The Iron Curtain Memorial  Site can be 
visited freely at any time at its original location and partly 



made using original materials. It can be reached on foot, by bike, by horse-
carriage or by car at a distance of about 2 km from Fertő Street, running next 
to Szent Mihály Church, heading north.

FOLKLORE HOUSE OF FERTŐHOMOK - in Fertőhomok (1.5 kilometers 
from Hotel Tornácos)

The folklore house in Fertőhomok, renovated in 2001, helps to preserve and 
present the past and traditions of this settlement with a specific culture. In 
2004, the Association of Hungarian Landscape Houses awarded it with the 
title ‘Landscape House of the Year’, and it is also one of the most important 
venues in the cultural life of the village.
For further information, please, visit the following website:
www.fertohomok.hu

SZENTKŐI BREWERY - in Fertőhomok (1,6 kilometers from Hotel Tornácos)

A spectacular brewery where visitors can enjoy the 
impressive view of the beer production equipments 
while tasting on site. Guests may learn about the 
brewing procedures and the different products during 
the brewery tours.
For further information, please, visit the following 
website:
www.szentkoi.hu

FERTŐ-HANSÁG NATIONAL PARK

The charming little village of Mexikópuszta, as well as Fertőújlak - this stretch 
of a few kilometers is the essence of the National Park. Crossing the Hanság 
main canal and reaching Sarród, we can observe rare plants, bird species, 

http://www.fertohomok.hu


protected butterfly species as well as 
traditional Hungarian domestic animals 
(such as ‘racka’ sheep, buffalo and grey 
ca t t le ) . Vis i to r centers such as 
Kócsagvár and Lászlómajor await 
tourists, and architecture lovers can 
admire the features of the peasant 
baroque style. 
For further information, please, visit the 
following website: 
www.fertohansag.hu 

LÁSZLÓMAJOR - in Sarród (7 kilometers from Hotel Tornácos)

Lászlómajor, the former economic and agricultural center of the Esterházy 
family, is located in the Fertő-Hanság National Park, in the neighborhood 

of Sarród. Since the summer of 2012, the 
farm or ‘major’, established around 150 years 
ago, has been welcoming tourists of all ages 
with a renewed function. In addition to the 
interactive exhibitions dealing with wildlife 
and old crafts, Lászlómajor houses a herb 
garden and a small farm of old Hungarian 
domestic animals. The gift shop of the 
national park is also located here.

The park between the main buildings is home to a playground with a drinking 
fountain and benches, while those interested can test their skills on the 
‘adventure trail’ consisting of interactive nature knowledge games. 
For further information, please, visit the following website: 
www.fertohansag.hu

FERTŐ-REGION TOUR WITH DIÁNA TISLÉR (within the distance of a 
couple of kilometers)

Diána Tislér is a nature conservation engineer and tour 
guide in the Fertő region, the Hanság, the Lajta 
mountains and now also in Bakony.

As Dia phrases her dedication to nature: ‘I think I am a 
kind of an interpreter. I translate the results of scientific 
work into everyday language. I love my job because 
nature is always different! Nature is constantly 
educating and teaching! I give thanks every day for 



being able to do what I love. I value my family roots; I wouldn't be a  fully 
committed advocate for nature now if I hadn't been raised to be sensitive to 
nature. My slogan is the following: ‘Nature knows no boundaries!’ No 
artificial borders matter: nature easily crosses them. But it also means that 
nature related programs do not have a ‘season’ and despite the landscape-
shaping activities of humans, it always finds its way! But how we can do this 
well: I want to show everyone these good examples! Each program is also a 
new opportunity for me to discover ‘Nature (really) knows no boundaries!’’

Dia welcomes those interested on foot, by bike or even on a horse-carriage 
reflecting a special rural atmosphere.

For further information, please, visit the following website:

www.tislerdiana.com

CANOE TRIP  - in the reeds of Fertő

On the west side of Fertő, the organizers present the 
almost undisturbed wildlife of reed beds, canals and 
internal lakes enclosed in reeds. In the section 
between the Csárdakapui canal and Lake Kládler,  
numerous wonders await the attentive observer: for 
example, the reed seaweed with its golden-yellow 
flowered ‘insect-eating’ reed, the reed songbirds 
(reed thrush, spotted reed warbler, black-tailed 
godwit), the great egret, the red heron, the black grouse and various ducks.
Signing up and for further information: +36 30/1660950; info@fhnp.hu

PRIEST’S GARDEN -  in Hidegség (3,6 kilometers from Hotel Tornácos)

A true garden of Eden where you can 
recharge your body and soul. The 
specialty of the garden located on the 
hillside is the 21 springs that arise here, 
moreover the special natural environment 
that has developed as a result with many 
protected plant and animal species.
For further information, please, visit the 
following website: 
www.hidegseg.hu 



VINCELLÉR WINERY – WINETASTING  (in the Winery in Fertőboz, 6,5 
kilometers from Hotel Tornácos or in Hotel Tornácos)

Visit the nearby Fertőboz where you can take a 
closer look at the technology of traditional 
winemaking in the Széchenyi Cellar, built by the 
father of the ‘greatest Hungarian’, István 
Széchenyi in 1812. You can taste the entire 
wine selection of the Vincellér Winery, including 
the multiple award-winning, late-harvest Zenit 
sweet wine, too. 
The wine tasting is 
p r e p a r e d a n d 

presented to the guests by Tibor Molnár Jr., the 
owner of Vincellér House either in the Winery or 
in the restaurant or Lifestyle building of Hotel 
Tornácos. 
For further information, please, visit the following 
website: www.vincellerborbirtok.hu 

GLORIETTE LOOKOUT POINT - in Fertőboz  (6,9 kilometers from Hotel 
Tornácos + 300 STAIR STEPS 😊 )

The outstanding sight of Fertőboz is the Gloriette lookout point on the former 
property of the Széchenyi family, not far from the castle in Nagycenk, from 
where the most beautiful panorama of Lake Fertő opens before us.

During the Napoleonic Wars, in October 1800, the leader of the county's 
noble armies visited Ferenc Széchenyi in Nagycenk several times from his 
headquarters in Sopron. Riding through Hársfasor on the ridge of the  
Fertőboz plateau, they enjoyed the beauty of the Fertő region. In 1802, 



Ferenc Széchenyi built the classicist-style lookout to commemorate these 
visits.

For further information, please, visit the following website:

www.hegyko.hu

FOLKLORE HOUSES OF FERTŐSZÉPLAK - in Fertőszéplak (4 kilometers 
from Tornácos)

Five landscape houses, fine examples 
of the peasant-baroque architecture of 
the Fertő region are to be found at Nagy 
Lajos street 31-39 in Fertőszéplak. The 
five most beautiful buildings in Széplaki 
street row, built at the end of the 19th 
century, have gables and porches. The 
characteristic saw-tooth construction is 
a masterpiece of the folk architecture of 
the Lowland. By restoring the five 
neighboring buildings, the village's 19th 

century streetscape was preserved in a unique way.

The exhibition opened in 1982, which presents the lifestyle, housing culture 
and farming of the Hungarian-populated villages of the Fertő region between 
the years of 1850 and 1950. There are 7 independent apartments in the 5 
restored houses, where we can also see written and material memories of 
the life of the Fertő lakeside and the surrounding area.

For further information, please, visit the following website:

www.fertodikirandulas.hu


RAILWAY LAMP MUSEUM - in Fertőszéplak (4 kilometers from Hotel 
Tornácos)

Visitors can see József Haragovics' private collection of railway lamps in a 
porched farmhouse built at the beginning of the last century in  Fertőszéplak. 
There is no such or similar collection in Central 
Europe. While viewing the exhibited objects, 
visitors can learn about the huge changes that 
have taken place from the heroic age of 
railway transport to the present day, and can 
see the development of lighting devices.
For further information, please, visit the 
following website:
http://www.vasutilampamuzeum.lks.hu


http://www.vasutilampamuzeum.lks.hu


ESTERHÁZY CASTLE - in Fertőd (7 kilometers from Hotel Tornácos)

The Esterházy Castle in Fertőd is one of the most beautiful baroque castles in 
Hungary, which is also referred to as the Hungarian Versailles. The 126-room 
palace, surrounded by annex buildings and a 200-hectare park, is the largest 
castle complex in the country, the 3rd largest in Europe.
The legendary figure of the family is Prince Miklós I ‘Fényes’, the builder of 
Eszterháza. The ‘Fairy World of Eszterháza’ reached its peak in the 1770s/
80s: amidst the music of Haydn and celebrative events organized with the 
participation of numerous artists - one of which was attended by Maria 
Theresia - Miklós ‘Fényes’ created the ‘Hungarian Versailles’.

Eszterháza lived its second heyday during the reign of Prince Miklós 
Esterházy IV and his wife, Countess Margit Cziráky. The countess, adored 
and highly respected by the locals, visualized and built the original rose 
garden in 1908, which opened to visitors in June 2016 after its renovation.

For more information, please visit the following website:

www.eszterhaza.hu




ADVENTURE DOTTO – From Hegykő to the park of Esterházy castle and 
back

Eszterházi Express: the adventure train departs from Hegykő to Fertőd on 
Tuesdays and Saturdays at 05:00 p.m. During the trip, the participants can 
enjoy the scenery with a tour guide and get familiar with sights along the way.

KALANDBIRODALOM - ‘ADVENTURE EMPIRE’ - in Fertőd (7 kilometers 
from Hotel Tornácos)

KalandBirodalom is a leisure center with games, an 
interactive exhibition, a teddy bear room, an escape 
room and a lookout point.

For adults, a 1-hour logical task sequence offers a 
great opportunity for team building and relaxation for 
groups of friends. Real investigation in 60 minutes. 
The ideal number of participants is 2-6 persons.

The ‘AktiVár’ section covers an interactive exhibition 
based on the senses, and visitors can test their skills 
on various topics. From 6 to 14 years of age, quality 
leisure time and a series of exciting questions and 
information are guaranteed.

The ‘Mozgolódó’ part of the ‘Adventure Empire’ is a 

playhouse for children with colorful building block toys, skill challenges, a 
climbing wall, a ‘cave’, and line competitions.

For further information, please, visit the following website:

www.fertod.hu

QUARRY AND CAVE THEATER OF FERTŐRÁKOS - in Fertőrákos (about 
20 kilometers from Hotel Tornácos)

 



Cave theater, theme park and event venue.

The Quarry and Cave Theater in Fertőrákos consists of two large units. The 
Cave Theater is a unique theater and concert venue with a very special 
atmosphere. The Quarry and Theme Park is an exhibition presenting the 
natural, paleontological and petrological values of the area.

Having prior registration - for a minimum of 10 people -, it is possible to  
participate in the so-called ‘Caving’ program, when the group tours the site 
with a guide.

By walking the Nature Trail, visitors can learn about the natural values of the 
Quarry of Fertőrákos, the neighborhood of Fertő and the Fertő-Hanság 
National Park.

The Paleontology Presentation deals with the conditions of the formation of 
limestone excavated in the area. Life-size primeval whale, primeval shark, 
primeval dolphin body reconstructions, primeval shark jaw, fossil replicas, 
real fossils, vertebrate and invertebrate fossils, film projection and dioramas 
make up this attraction.

The hall of Quarrying and Stone Carving deals with the presentation of 
limestone types, stone blocks and lapidaries.

As part of the ‘Caving’ program, visitors can also tour the stage, enter the 
orchestra pit, see what techniques work during the performances, and where 
the performing artists dress and prepare.

For more information, please visit the following website:

www.fertorakosikofejto.hu

PAN-EUROPIAN PICNIK MEMORIAL SITE AND VISITOR CENTRE - in 
Fertőrákos (about 20 kilometers from Hotel Tornácos)

At the site of the Pan-European Picnic Memorial and Visitor Center, a 
decisive and fate-changing event took place in the history of Europe: in 1989, 
hundreds of GDR citizens broke through the gates of the ‘Iron Curtain’, which 
accelerated the reunification of the divided Europe.

On August 19, 1989, the organization of the Hungarian Democratic Forum in 
Debrecen and the parties of the Sopron Opposition Round Table announced 
an event called the Pan-European Picnic to promote the dismantling of the 
Iron Curtain and the idea of a common Europe without borders. At this event, 
hundreds of GDR citizens broke through the ‘Iron Curtain’ on the Austro-
Hungarian border so that they could continue their journey to East Germany. 
This spectacular mass exodus gave another push to the changes and led to 
the fall of the Berlin Wall. This was followed by the reunification of Berlin and 
Germany.
For further information, please, visit the following website:
www.paneuropaipiknik.hu



SZÉCHENYI CASTLE IN NAGYCENK - in Nagycenk (9 kilometers from 
Hotel Tornácos)

From March 15, 2023, the castle park, dreamed up by ‘the greatest 
Hungarian’ Count István Széchenyi, awaits visitors with new experiences in 
Nagycenk. In addition to the eye-catching natural treasures, a newly designed 
playground for families makes the time spent in the park even more pleasant. 
The thematic playground is made up of elements related to István Széchenyi: 
the Chain Bridge, horse riding and silkworm breeding also appear - of course 
in the form of climbing frames, swings and slides.

The park of the castle can be visited from Tuesday to Sunday between 09:00  
a.m. and 05:00 p.m., furthermore, you can take part in a guided tour every 
day at 10:00 a.m. and 02:00 p.m. in the area of the park and the stables. For 
further information, please, visit the following website:
www.szechenyiorokseg.hu



SZÉCHENYI ISTVÁN MUSEUM RAILWAY - in Nagycenk (9 kilometers from 
Hotel Tornácos)

The Széchenyi Museum Railway of 
Nagycenk was established in two 
stages in the early 1970s, with the aim 
of collecting and preserving the value 
of the then rapidly disappearing 
smaller railways. In addition to the rail 
track, a collection of vehicles and a 
spacious playground await those 
interested at the station of Nagycenk.


The railway runs between Nagycenk 
and Fertőboz, and is located near the Széchenyi Castle. The service is 
provided by children. Although the line of the museum railway is only 3,600 
meters long, it is very popular among young and adult railway lovers.

For further information, please, visit the following website:

https://www2.gysev.hu/muzeumvasut/a-nagycenki-szechenyi-muzeumvasut


SWEET MOMENTS IN THE HARRER CHOCOLATE MANUFACTURE AND 
CONFECTIONARY - in Sopron (12 kilometers from Hotel Tornácos)

The sweet secrets of chocolate-making is revealed in a pleasant 
environment. All you have to do is sign up for a chocolate tasting tour 
including the followings: 


•a piece of artisan candy

•screening of a short film about chocolate 
making

•chocolate tasting

•raw chocolate

•dark, milk and white chocolate

•different flavored chocolates

•chocolate fountain with fresh fruit

•chocolate drink tasting

Tasting hours:  from Monday to Saturday at 

10:00 a.m. or 02:00 p.m., on Sunday at 10:00 a.m.
For further information, please, visit the following website:
www.harrerchocolat.com

 



MUSEUMS AND SIGHTS IN SOPRON (about 12 kilometers from Hotel 
Tornácos)

LENCK-VILLA: MUSUEM OF SOPRON - ETHNOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION, 
FIRE TOWER, CENTRAL MINING MUSUEM, STORNO HOUSE, 
FABRICIUS HOUSE, COBBLE STONES MUSEUM, BAKER MÚZEUM, 
SCARBANTIA FÓRUMA: ARCHEOLOGICAL MUSEUM, GOLDEN EAGLE 
PHARMACY MUSEUM, KÁROLY LOOKOUT TOWER, KŐHALMY 
HUNTING MUSEUM, WITCHES’ TALE TRAIL, HOUSE OF THE FOREST 
ECO-TOURISTIC VISITOR CENTRE AND ZOO, BOTANICAL GARDEN, 
TARÓDI CASTLE, BOBSLEIGH TRACK OF SOPRON, LŐVÉR 
ADVENTURE PARK, LŐVER INDOOR AND OUTDOOR SWIMMING POOL, 
PLAYHOUSE: ‘JÁTÉKSZIGET’ SOPRON

For further information, please, visit the following website:
www.sopronimuzeum.hu

TRACTOR PARTY

The purpose of the adventure tour is to discover the Sopron wine region, 
bring nature and vineyards closer to the participants, admire the landscape, 
and see where the Sopron ‘kékfrankos’ is grown. In addition to the 
impressive scenery, the organizers offer 3 types of wine along the way and 
also provide guided tours on roads that can only be travelled by a tractor.

For more information, please visit the following website:

www.traktorbuli.hu

SIGHTSEEING CRUISES ON LAKE FERTŐ – Drescher Cruising 
Company

Sightseeing cruises from Ruszt (Rust) or 
F e r t ő m e g g y e s ( M ö r b i s c h ) w i t h 
comfortable, partially roofed boats. The 
price includes the 60-minute cruise, 
accompanied by the tour guiding of the 
captain. Under the age of 6, the cruise is 
free.

For more information, please visit the 
following website:

www.fertotavihajoutak.hu



SIGHTSEEING FLIGHTS - in Fertőszentmiklós (7 kilometers from Hotel 
Tornácos)

Sky View Aviation awaits those interested 
with high-quality services, sightseeing 
flights, pilot training, aircraft rental and 
highly experienced staff at the family-
friendly airport of Fertőszentmiklós.

For more information, please visit the 
following website:

www.skyviewaviation.hu

HORSE-CARRIAGE RIDE

On request, we arrange horse-carriages to the Hotel. 
Please, inquire at the reception area.

BIKE TOURS

For cycling enthusiasts, our neighborhood is a real 
paradise. Those who join the bike path that 
passes directly in front of Hotel Tornácos, can ride 
around Lake Fertő on a well-built bicycle road. The 
whole circle is approx. 120 kilometers, which can 
be completed in one day. We recommend for less 
experienced or advanced cyclists to break up their 
tour with a pleasant cruise between Illmitz / Illmic 
and Mörbisch / Fertőmeggyes, which eases and 
shortens the distance considerably.

At Hotel Tornácos, let us provide you bike rental 
and storage of traditional bicycles and e-bikes, as 
well as bicycle service and maps. Should you wish 
to rent any of our bikes, please, let us know in 
advance at the reception desk.




HORSE RIDING  in the neighborhood

In Hegykő, Nagycenk, Sarród
For further information and making appointments, please, inquire at the 
reception desk.

ESCAPE ROOM (on the site):

On special request such as friendly get-togethers, family occasions or even 
company team-building programs, the CrazyGarage from Sopron helps us 
build the necessary sights and accessories for the escape games. 
For further information, please, visit the following website:
www.sopron.crazygarage.hu 

Further SIGHTS and PROGRAMS in the neighborhood, on the Austrian 
side of the border

Special places of interest on the lakeside of Fertő:

Podersdorf / Pátfalu - lighthouse, beach and leisure park (about 38 
kilometers from Hotel Tornácos)

Rust / Ruszt - the town of storks and treasure box of Lake Fertő (about 34 
kilometers from Hotel Tornácos)



Mörbisch / Fertőmeggyes - water stage, beach and port (about 40 kilometers 
from Hotel Tornácos) 

Neusiedler am See / Nezsider (about 50 kilometers from Hotel Tornácos) 

- the most popular holiday 
resort of Lake Fertő offering a 
variety of water sports and 
shopping possibilities

Eisenstadt / Kismarton  (about 40 kilometers from Hotel Tornácos)

Main sights: Esterházy castle, Calvary-
hill, the pedestrian streets of the old 
town

For further information about the Hungarian and Austrian settlements of Lake 
Fertő, please, visit the following websites:
www.ferto-to.hu , www.eisenstadt.gv.at

http://www.ferto-to.hu


PETTING ZOO – in Pomogy / Pamhagen (16 kilometers from Hotel Tornácos)

I n the an ima l - and natu re 
conservation park, visitors are 
given the chance to get to know 
countless species of animals: the 
park offers living space to free-
living storks, peacocks, geese, 
ducks, and bears, lynxes, jackals, 
wolves, birds of prey, and wild 
boars among many others. 
Horses, ponies, donkeys, goats 

and lambs happily allow us to be petted and and fed. Dropping by the 
shaded zoo buffet, we can get some rest while the children are in sight on 
the adjacent playground.

For more information, please visit the following website:

www.steppentierpark.at

SONNENTHERME - indoor and outdoor swimming pools in Lutzmannsburg 
(about 36 kilometers from Hotel Tornácos)

The Sonnentherme adventure 
pool offers unforgettable fun for 
the whole family. Indoor and 
outdoor pools, exciting slides 
and relaxation areas await you 
in the 1,000 m² adventure 
complex.

For more information, please, 
visit the following website:

www.sonnentherme.at

AMUSEMENT PARK: FAMILYPARK – in Margitbánya / St. Margarethen 
(about 32 kilometers from Hotel Tornácos)

 
Every year from 1 April, one of Austria's largest 
amusement parks awaits its visitors: with more 
than 80 themed games and shows, a petting zoo, 
a fairytale forest and numerous buffets and 
restaurants. Fantastic, all-day entertainment for the 
whole family just a few kilometers from the western 
shore of Lake Fertő, with seasonal opening hours 



during Advent and Halloween as well..

For further information, please, visit the following 
website:

www.familypark.at

ADVENTURE ARENA / ERLEBNIS ARENA - in St. Corona am Wechsel 
(about  80 kilometers from Hotel Tornácos)

Climbing, cycling, roller coaster rides and 
good food: the whole family can spend an 
unforgettable day outdoors in the 
Adventure Arena in St. Corona am 
Wechsel. The ‘Erlebnisarena’ is a huge 
outdoor paradise for children, amateur 
athletes and everyone who likes to 
exercise in the fresh air. There's plenty to 
do in the 24-station motorcycle skills 
park, at a kite simulator, on an outdoor 

fitness track or on a balancing track.

For more information, please, visit the following website:

www.wexlarena.at

EIS-GREISSLER - ice-cream and adventure park - in Krumbach (about 60 
kilometers from Hotel Tornácos)

In the Eis-Greissler manufactory in Krumbach 
you can not only taste but also experience ice 
cream. Moreover, in the adventure park, the 
whole family can spend an unforgettable day 
playing and having fun - either on the water 
playground, on the tractor track or on the 
bouncy cushions. You can walk in the animal 
park and on the lookout terrace, try the go-
kart track, the giant slide, trampoline, mini 
games or the so-called Schneeberg swing.

For more information, please, visit the 
following website:

https://eis-greissler.at/erlebnispark 

http://www.familypark.at


 
RAIL TOUR - between Sopronnyék / Neckenmarkt and Felsőpulya / 
Oberpullendorf (about 40 kilometers from Hotel Tornácos)

The 23 km long route connects the ‘Blue Frankish 
Country’ (Neckenmarkt) and the center of Central 
Burgenland, Oberpullendorf (Felsőpulya), touching 
charming vineyards, shady forests, sunflower fields 
and romantic villages. The route of the rail tour was 
created on the route of the former Kőszeg - Sopron 
railway line.

On the way, visitors can see specialities, such as:

- the castle ruin of Lánzsér, which was the largest fortress in Central Europe 
until the middle of the 18th century

- the mountain church in Stoob decorated with Romantic style frescoes

- the Lackenbach (Lakompak) castle museum

- Raiding (Doborján) with Ferenc Liszt's birthplace, which is now a museum

- the Architecture Museum of Neutal


The starting and final stations of the tour are:
- train station of Oberpullendorf
- train stations of Horitschon / Neckenmarkt

The vehicles can be driven only in one direction per day:
• on even days: starting from Horitschon / Neckenmarkt to the direction of 

Oberpullendorf
• on odd days: starting from Oberpullendorf to the direction of Horitschon / 

Neckenmarkt.

Open in the summer season: June, July and August
For further information, please, visit the following website:
www.draisinentour.at

SCHNEEBERGBAHN – Salamander funicular (about 88 kilometers from 
Hotel Tornácos)

In 1897, the funicular made its first trip to 
the top of the Schneeberg, the highest 
mountain in Lower Austria. The journey 
takes 40 minutes with the modern 
salamander train to the Hochschneeberg 
mountain railway station at 1,800 m above 
sea level. The station is barrier-free, so you 
can get in and out comfortably in any 



weather. During the summer months, the nostalgia steamer also runs on 
Sundays and public holidays. With the latter, you can get to the top of the 
mountain the same way as Emperor Francis Joseph did, more than 100 
years ago.

For further information, please, visit the following website:

www.schneebergbahn.at

ADVENTURE RAILWAY ON SEMMERINGBAHN (about 100 kilometers from 
Hotel Tornácos)

Anyone who l ikes beaut i fu l 
landscapes, mountains, valleys, 
forests, rocks and trains with 
viaducts and tunnels should try 
this adventure train. Naturally, the 
Semmeringbahn is not just an 
adventure train: this line is the 
actual connection between Vienna 
and the Adriatic Sea, many 
travelers use this train on a daily 
basis.


For further information, please, visit the following website:

www.semmeringbahn.at

MYRAFALLE waterfall - in Muggendorf (about 92 kilometers from Hotel 
Tornácos)

Myrafälle waterfall in the area of 
Muggendorf in the Viennese Alps 
plunges from a height of 125 meters into 
the depths. Visitors can follow the 
roaring water on 26 winding bridges, 
platforms and stairs. This special sight of 
nature is particularly spectacular during 
snow melt.

At 11 thematic stations, we can learn 

everything about the flora and fauna of the 
area and how energy was once obtained here with the help of the power of 
water. This destination can be interesting for tourists of all ages: in addition 
to walking routes, a game pen, a large playground, a water playground, a 
climbing park and even an adventurous rafting trip on Lake Myrateich await 
those interested.

For further information, please, visit the following website:

www.myrafaelle.at


